
German-Austrian power price zone 
due to split in 2018

The German-Austrian wholesale power market bidding zone is due to be split on 1 October 2018 
because of electricity loop flows. ICIS looks at what loop flows are and what changes to the zone 
are likely to be made in an attempt to reduce the phenomenon. 

Loop flows carry electricity from one side of the German-Austrian price zone to the other via neighbouring countries. 
The flows occur because transmission lines within the zone cannot cope at times of high volume of wind power from the 
north heading to the south. 

     Reduces opportunities for other countries to 
trade with Germany as loop flows congest 
their grids

       The congestion could potentially threaten 
supply security in countries near Germany
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Prices are uniform within the zone and 
German-Austrian trade has priority over trade 

across other borders

     Austrian prices would increase as the country 
tends to be less well supplied 

     Market liquidity likely to drop in Austria as it will 
be a smaller standalone market

     Some loop flows would continue due to 
insufficient transmission capacity within Germany

AFTER THE SPLIT 

Austria will no longer have priority for  
German exports, which should reduce 

loop flows
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DISPARITY BETWEEN POWER TRADE 
AND PHYSICAL POWER FLOWS IN 2016

2016

2014
Poland complains to European national regulators’ 
group ACER about loop flows

ACER decides the zone should be split

  March: ACER rejects Austrian complaints about its 
decision
May: German and Austrian regulators agree on the 
split and that at least 4.9GW of mutual trade  capacity 
would still be available after it, but Eastern European 
regulators criticise the agreed set-up

The European Commission is yet to give its opinion about the 
agreement. The end result might also depend on the upcoming study 
by European grid operators’ network ENTSO-E on bidding zones

TIMELINE AND NEXT STEPS


